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GLOBAL PerspectivES
LIGNE St Barth

Over 40 FemalesTM - taking Women’s
Networking into the New Era

By N orah L awlor

LIGNE ST BARTH has taken half a century of family knowledge of tropical phytotherapy and transformed it into one of the most sought-after
beauty care lines on the market worldwide. The scents and ingredients
of the skincare products are exclusively extracted from Caribbean flora
and follow age-old recipes to deliver some of the most natural products
on the market including their oils and coconut suntan lotion. Awarded
a mark of excellence by Germany’s ‘Öko Test’ consumer magazine, one
of the biggest scrutinizers of eco products, LIGNE ST BARTH has raised
the bar for natural beauty care products.
Founded in 1983, Brigit and Hervé Brin decided to utilize the rare raw
materials the island of St. Barth has to offer. Using modern technologies, the company first developed a sun care product line utilizing the
rare roucou shrub’s bright red seeds. History has shown that the Arawak Indians used to cover their bodies in the roucou seeds to protect themselves from the sun. The seeds turned their skin a reddish
color inspiring the nickname ‘The Redskins.’ The seeds also have a
strong concentration of provitamin A, which naturally stimulates the
body’s production of melatonin to enhance skin’s natural defense
mechanism. Since LIGNE ST BARTH was the first laboratory to develop sun care products using roucou seeds, they made a business agreement with the Arawak Indian community to guarantee supply of the
seeds for years to come.
The first products of LIGNE ST BARTH were a massive success. Top
models, photographers, make-up artists and celebrities who
experienced the beauty care in St. Barth spread the word internationally, causing a huge buzz around these natural cosmetics. Keeping up
with demand, LIGNE ST BARTH increased their product range but
never lost sight of their dedication to quality control and international
standards. Body lotions, massage gels and oils and facial care products
were soon developed and were consistently inspired by plants, fruits
and flowers of the Caribbean.
By 1998, LIGNE ST BARTH entered partnership with LaCURE Inc., a

Over 40 Females™ has taken professional networking to the next level;
empowering women entrepreneurs with a centralized platform to “Connect, Encourage and Inspire” in person and online. Founded in 2010 by
Judy Goss, Over 40 Females™ gives women a platform to be heard, to
network and to encourage for the generations to come.
Becoming a member of Over 40 Females™ has its benefits; you gain a
network of invaluable business connections and friendships. Also available for members is access to a national directory to other Over 40 Females™, personalized online profiles, invitations to networking events
and exclusive blog posts on various lifestyle topics. There are a variety of
memberships customized to fit specific networking needs for both individuals and businesses.

worldwide luxury villa rental company, to develop ST BARTH TREATMENTS by LIGNE ST BARTH to provide an intimate, high-end retreat
for visitors. The first spa was created in Jamaica and immediately attracted celebrity clientele such as Céline Dion, Jack Nicholson and Don
Johnson. Most famous for their coconut massage, LIGNE ST BARTH
now has spas in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy and in more hotels
worldwide.
LIGNE ST BARTH is constantly expanding due to its global appeal and
continues to be exotically original. Other products that have recently
been launched include a banana hand cream and sugar cane lip balm.
The biggest highlights over the past years have been ST BARTH
HOMME, a series of eau de toilette, moisturizing cream, a shower gel
and soap for men as well as an eaux de toilette and perfume line in
eight different fragrances. These enchanting fragrances, exclusively
created in St. Barth, arouse the senses and several can be worn by
both men and women.
With over forty products, LIGNE
ST BARTH’s reputation is not
about what is trendy, but what
will last consumers a lifetime.
Their commitment and special
attention to the creation of each
individual product ensures each
is durable and timeless.
LIGNE ST BARTH SAS
Route de Saline Lorient,
97133 Saint Barthélemy
+(590) 590 27 82 63
www.Lignestbarth.com
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With the support and assistance of Over 40 Females™, women have the
opportunity to expand their business ventures through press, jobs, national speaking opportunities, and even scholarships. Since its launch,
multiple chapters have been created all over the country including New
York (Capital District, New York City, Putnam/N.W. Westchester, Westchester County), New Jersey (Bergen County), Connecticut (Fairfield
County, Greater Danbury, Hartford, New Haven County), and most recently, California (Los Angeles).
Hosting various events, Over 40 Females™ keeps their members engaged
and interacting with one another. Combining education with pampering at
every event, a platform for every woman to stand up and be heard is provided. Held at unique locations, each member is given the opportunity to
introduce herself and/or her business to reach out for connections or advice while learning about a chosen topic from an expert guest speaker. Appetizers, drinks and giveaways such as gift bags and raffles keep the spirit
lively while connections are made. Over 40 Females™ has been able to collaborate for opportunities with companies including Lancôme, Furla, Equinox, Carlisle Collection, GILT Groupe, Rebecca Taylor, StriVectin, Illy Caffé,
American Academy of Voice Writing, national insurance and financial corporations, and many more over the years.

Judy Goss, CEO & Founder
Judy Goss founded the nationwide networking organization Over 40 Females™ to “Connect, Encourage and Inspire” women over the age of 40
all over the world. Before that, as a More Magazine/Better TV Correspondent, Judy interviewed former first lady Laura Bush in a private sitdown and other notable women such as Barbara Corcoran, Nora Ephron,
Jean Chatzky and others. She has also been on countless regional and
national TV network shows traveling across the country as a “Trend and
Lifestyle Expert.”
Beth Mercante, COO
Beth Mercante started her first business endeavor right out of college
in 1990 when she founded a real estate investment company and purchased homes to renovate, rent out, and manage. Beth worked as a national real estate consultant for a firm in Manhattan, traveling around
the country through her work with banks, insurance companies and developers. Beth brings a wealth of business and financial knowledge to
Over 40 Females™.
Peggy Northrop, Advisory Board Member
Peggy Northrop is an award-winning editor-in-chief with more than 25
years of experience in magazines, newspapers and digital media. A former editor-in-chief of More Magazine and global editor-in-chief of Reader’s Digest, she is now consulting editor-in-chief of Work Reimagined, a
project of AARP and LinkedIn that launched in August 2012.
For more information about Over 40 Females, please visit
www.over40females.com

Over 40 Females™ was founded in January 2010 by Judy Goss, a former
editor and TV spokeswoman for More Magazine. Judy traveled around
the country meeting hundreds of women over the age of 40 who wanted
to be heard and celebrated. She created Over 40 Females™ to give women a platform to be heard, to network and to encourage, with the motto “Connect, Encourage and Inspire.” Not just another networking group,
Over 40 Females™ employs its connections and resources to garner its
members and their companies press (TV and editorials), jobs, national
speaking opportunities, scholarships, invaluable business connections,
and education while building friendships, pampering, boosting confidence and so much more. Since the fall of 2011, multiple chapters have
been established nationwide to represent women everywhere who are
joining this rapidly expanding group.
Beth Mercante, Judy Goss (c) Patrick McMullan

Suzanne Johnson (c) Patrick McMullan
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